Introduction.
This paper is intended as an addendum to our previous paper on the Geometry of patJis.% It contains the deduction of the formulas for the covariant derivatives and the higher extensions of relative tensors. These formulas are calculated by a process entirely analogous to that by which the corresponding formulas for ordinary tensors are obtained. Although the formulas are rather obvious the only one which we have observed in the literature is that for the covariant derivative of a relative tensor of the second order which was used by Einstein. § 2. Relative tensors. Let us denote by (2.1) x* = f (x\ ■ ■ ■, x»)
an arbitrary analytic transformation of the coordinates (x\---,xn) which can be written in the inverse form (2.2) xl = giixx,---,x*).
Since the inverse transformation (2.2) exists, the jacobian of the transformation (2. { } *"* ~ •*"* dx» dx" '" dxd dx* dP'" dx* when the variables are transformed by the equations (2.1). If K= 0, Ty?.'.'¿n is an ordinary tensor. In case K = 1, Ty™'.kn is said to be a tensor density and is then usually written %ly\'.'.kn. The justification of the name tensor density lies in the fact that the law of transformation of the integral ff'"!**-'***7
extended over a definite «-dimensional region approaches more and more closely the law of transformation of an ordinary tensor Ty."in as the region of integration closes down on a point. Thus the tensor density ¡t^V** represents a sort of tensor Ty..'.'kn of weight zero per unit of coordinate volume dY.
We easily see that the algebraic processes of addition, multiplication, and contraction of ordinary tensors will also hold for the case of relative tensors.
3. Covariant differentiation or first extension. Let the relative tensor Ty™.'.kn of weight K which is referred to the coordinates (x1, ■ ■ -, x*) be denoted by tjp'.'it* when referred to the system of normal coordinates (y1, • • • -yn) which are determined by the coordinates ix1, ■ • -,xn) and a point
where the derivative is evaluated at the origin of normal coordinates, defines a set of functions ¡F^..'.*,^ of (x1, ■ ■ -, xn) which are the components of a relative tensor of weight K. The relative tensor TyT.'.'klp will be called the covariant derivative or first extension of the relative tensor T^.'.ft". We denote by (yl, • • •, yn) the system of normal coordinates determined by the coordinates (x1, ■■■,xn) and the point (q1, •••,«"). Evaluating at the origin of normal coordinates we obtain
which shows that the set of functions Tym'.'.k*v constitute a relative tensor of weight K contravariant in the indices (l,m, ■••,n) and covariant in the indices (i,j,---,k,p). We note that formulas analogous to those for the sum and product of two ordinary tensors likewise apply for the case of relative tensors.
To obtain the explicit formula involving the -T's and their derivatives for the relative tensor Ty.'.'ùfp we make use of the equations (»r\ 4lm-n a*rpf»-» vyl "àym "àyn zxa dxP dx/ v aß r daf dx" dxd dy% dyJ dy* Differentiating these equations and evaluating at the origin of normal coordinates we obtain
This is the general formula of covariant differentiation. By using the tensors Z)«^..." and E^ab...n (cf. The geometry of paths, loc. cit.) the form (3.7) may be abbreviated. Thus From its definition by means of the equations (4.1) we see that the extension Ty™.'.kTp---q is symmetric in the indices (p,---,q).
Thus
where (u,---,v) denotes any permutation of the indices (p,---,q). The formulas for the extension of the sum and product of two relative tensors are similar to the corresponding formulas for the extension of the sum and product of two ordinary tensors.
General formulas of extension (r > 1) may be calculated by the same process as that employed in the calculation of the general formula of covariant differentiation (3.7). The formula for the rth extension Tijn.'.'knPqr...uv of a relative tensor Tijm.'.kn of weight K 4 0 involves the formulas for the first r extensions of TyO'.'.H* considered as a tensor of weight zero. Any formula of extension of a relative tensor Tym..kn of weight K may be obtained by substituting the proper values of Tym.'.k/Pl...q and Ap-q in (4.4). A few particular expressions Tym.'.'k%,...q are given in the Geometry of paths as formulas of extension of tensors of weight zero and these when substituted into the equations (4.4) together with the above values of Ap...q give complete formulas in terms of the rjk and their derivatives for the extensions of certain relative tensors of weight K.
